
Schedule Meetings in Record Time with Doodle 
So you’re scheduling a meeting. Better start up the email, messaging and phone carousel—
then take a seat and watch your timeslots whirl past.  

Sometime between now and next Tuesday, you get to thinking: Wouldn’t it be lovely to focus 
on my event’s what, who, and where rather than the when? Thankfully, scheduling work 
events is quick & easy with Doodle’s handy productivity software. 

Millions of professionals have enjoyed instant productivity improvement with Doodle. 
Anyone can take advantage of our clever features without having to sign up or share 
personal information.  
 

Meeting up is as easy as one, two, three  
Just by visiting the Doodle website, you can create an event for your next meeting. The next 
step is to share a poll with your invitees together with a variety of suggested dates. Your 
invitees can vote on their preferred times and then respond to your invitation with Yes, 
Maybe or No. That way, you’ll always know exactly when your colleagues or associates 
have time to meet, and who to expect the on the day. 

Thanks to Doodle, agreeing upon a suitable date for a meeting is now hassle-free. So, if 
you’ve been puzzling over how to improve productivity in your office or on your own time, 
then this is the solution you’ve been waiting for. 
 

Productivity improvement without the headaches? Hallelujah! 
That’s right, there’s no need for aspirin with Doodle’s software improving productivity for 
your whole team. With our app, you can create invitation lists from the contacts stored on 
your phone and participate in polls on the go. Making changes to your event or discussing 
details with colleagues is also simple and can be done anytime, anywhere. So, you enjoy 
maximum flexibility whilst keeping upcoming team events and important meetings in check.  

Premium Doodle for professionals and businesses goes beyond scheduling and is an 
invaluable tool for people the world over. This version allows you to sync your calendar with 
your Doodle polls so you see suggested dates and fixed meeting times mapped onto your 
personal schedule. This feature eliminates worry about double-booking lunch or crossing 
client wires. With our productivity software on your side, life is simply easier for everyone at 
the office. 

  

Looking to improve productivity? Doodle, naturally 
Whatever kind of event you’re planning – from boozy holiday party to a meeting with the 
board of directors – Doodle makes scheduling a breeze. There are a bundle of stellar 
features that will increase productivity in your communication structure from day one. For 
instance, you can ask your invitees to provide additional information so you can contact 
them later via email or phone. You’ll also see who’s missing out on the action, which means 
you can follow up personally on any stragglers in your team. 

When you’re planning far in advance of the date, or if things are hectic at work, Doodle’s 
intuitive productivity improvement features are there to support you. You can set automatic 
reminders to advise your team about upcoming events. This is just another way our powerful 
productivity software is jettisoning lengthy email threads and cross-fire messaging for 
millions of professionals.  

Sign up with Doodle and let us take care of the ‘when’. You can use your newly minted 
spare time to schedule drinks with your colleagues at the pub – all in a few clicks.  

 


